Highly interactive and natural user interfaces: Enabling visual analysis in historical lexicography
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ABSTRACT
Information technology, through the advances provided by computational linguistics and related disciplines, has opened the door to previously unthinkable possibilities of study in linguistics. The wealth and diversity of sources that is now available is fundamental to the understanding of language evolution and dictionary-making. However, these advancements are paired with a paradigm shift, in which both the user needs and the modes in which the users interact with technology have changed so much and so rapidly, that modern lexicography would need to resort to a new generation of tools to support its tasks. We present our work developed for the Nuevo Diccionario Histórico del Español (NDHE), in which the challenges of enabling deeper insight and supporting new user’s tasks in diachronic linguistics have been approached from a human-computer interaction perspective. Thus, in contrast to what has happened in other disciplines in which visual analytics has focused its efforts since earlier, the analysis tools that are made now in the hands of the experts usually provide a volume of "raw" data so vast, that the data themselves can greatly hinder the work of experts. The linguistics community has already recognized the key importance of user-friendly interfaces. However, neither more powerful tools (in terms of automatic processing) nor user-friendliness alone are sufficient to support typical analytical tasks that take out the most from the multidimensional and ever-growing data stored in corpora and dictionaries. This paper discusses the benefits of producing corpus and dictionary analysis tools that go beyond user-friendliness and presents, interactive visual analysis tools produced for the NDHE and its sources.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The advancement and expansion of Internet and new technologies have facilitated access to a wealth of information hardly graspable. While this development is an exciting change, management, exploration and analysis of the flow of linguistic information is becoming a problem both on personal and social levels. Toffler coined this situation as "Information Overload" [13]. Too much information about a subject generates known difficulties to understand and to make decisions based on the data, so that too much information can be as damaging as a shortage of it. Despite the progress, automatic processing itself is not a solution to the problem as it lacks the basic and inherent skills to human reasoning, so it is important to combine it with the unique language and visual skills of humans. One research field, that aims to take advantage of these skills, is information visualization (InfoVis). In the words of Card et al. 0, information visualization is "the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition."

McEnery and Hardie [15] point out user-friendliness as one of advantages of fourth generation corpus analysis tools and, in the conclusion of their textbook, they state that “if corpus techniques are to be used at all – let alone embraced – across a breadth of humanities subject areas, it is clearly important that the corpora should be made accessible via a user-friendly interface”. Although “user-friendliness” in user interfaces is desirable, it is a vague notion and the actual challenge when it comes to the design of any advanced corpus analysis tool is to obtain a thorough understanding of the diverse community of users and the tasks that must be accomplished; thus, in getting beyond the vague quest for user-friendly systems, software designers should focus on specific goals that include well-defined system engineering and measurable human-factors objectives [20].

In recent years, visual analytics has emerged as a science that merges the intuition of humans with the power of automatic data processing, visualization and interactive environments, with the purpose of assisting researchers from various fields in solving multidimensional problems and examining complex systems [16]. Keim et al. define visual analytics more precisely as "an interactive process that involves information gathering, data preprocessing, knowledge representation, interaction and decision making". We believe that visual analytics will play a key role in the future of digital access to textual cultural heritage in general, and in the advance or corpus linguistics in particular.

This research combines techniques from corpus and computational linguistics, data and text mining, information retrieval and information visualization, and human computer interaction, in order to cope with the information overload...
problem associated with the analysis of linguistic corpora. This effort is part of a pioneering work that started a line of innovative research in the field of diachronic linguistics, more specifically in the analysis of historical dictionaries and corpora, through the development of interactive visual tools that allow the user to perform the analysis of phenomena related temporal evolution of the lexicon [21][22]. Although our research and developed tools are focused on the Spanish language, the visual solutions proposed can be extended to any language, provided that an appropriate historical corpus is available.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we summarise the most relevant research related to our work. In the third section we discuss the challenges and opportunities of using visual interactive tools to enable a more appropriate access to the wealth of documents stored in corpora and dictionaries. Then, in the fourth section we present some results obtained by introducing natural user interfaces that can be coupled with the proposed visual interactive tools. Finally we expose the main conclusions gained from the experience of enabling visual interactive means for both analysts and regular users of corpora and dictionaries.

2. RELATED WORK

The use of visualization to gain a deeper understanding of abstract concepts, structures, relationships, etc. has a long history across domains. Within statistical approaches to linguistics, scatter plots, bar graphs, phylogenetic trees etc. can be regarded as standard visual tools that linguists have exploited extensively in order to obtain and to communicate their findings or exemplify particular hypothesis, models and theories. These valuable abstraction tools have benefited from computational and corpus linguistics, however, these fields could profit massively from the state-of-the-art in information visualization and visual analytics. Most of the visualisation techniques used in linguistics are static and print-oriented; the introduction of thoroughly designed interactive visual tools fully integrated with automatic data processing algorithms will help the aforementioned linguistic fields to take the big leap.

This approach has started to arise quite recently. The most innovative works in corpus linguistics regarding visualisation have often been done in collaboration with specialists in visualisation-related fields. That is the case of the recent work of Gregory and Hardie [11], which take advantage of standard geographical information systems and explore procedures by which historical corpora can be mined in order to obtain datasets that can be presented in visual form as maps. Despite the unquestionable value of this approach, the best value from interactive visualisations can be obtained when such visualisations are designed ad hoc, with the actual tasks and users in mind, rather than just finding ways of transforming data to fit into already existing systems and/or techniques.

In [23], a review of computational models for the integration of visual and linguistic information can be found. It is the first article that categorizes the research works that have dealt with the correspondence problem, namely how to associate visual events with words and vice versa. For a review of the main approaches to the problem we refer the reader to [4]. In spite of the great achievements reached in computational linguistics, the introduction of interactive visual tools in linguistics is a very recent tendency and is not yet popular, particularly among linguistics professionals. At present there are few works dedicated to the interactive visualization of linguistic data as compared to the well spread use of corpus tools that face such as allowing the exploration of syntactic patterns in personal corpora without doing manual annotation [17][18]. Specialized tools for language analysis still make little use of visualizations, and visualization tools for language related information (LlnFoVis) [7]. This situation is changing, as data visualization has reached all knowledge domains; thus, for instance, Zhao et al. [27] have approached discourse analysis from a interactive visual perspective aimed at assisting computational linguistics researchers to explore, compare, evaluate and annotate the results of discourse parsers.

The advances are mainly related to document and text mining [24][9], with excellent and stunning results such as the ones available at Many eyes, a website devoted to popularization of data visualization, [25][26][5]. More directly related to the theme of the project, several research works can be mentioned here, such as [14], in which software for the visual exploration of a dictionary of Warlpiri is presented, or [8], in which a tool for the presentation and exploration of grammatical trees is proposed, and even successful business examples, such as VisualThesarus1, in which interactive visual maps (node-link diagrams) are used to visualize word relationships for various languages.

Word Clouds (and variations of this visualisation technique, [3]) have been used in recent years to present the most salient lexical items in a text, with the most salient words only shown, and with the size of a word increasing with its salience, thus presenting various ways to visualise a text such that the changing nature of syntactic patterns throughout the text become visible to the analyst.

In a related attempt to visualize lexical change, Kempken et al. described some treemap techniques used to visualize the productivity of rule sets in deriving nonstandard spellings in old German texts, among other aspects [12]. Rohrdantz et al. [19], present a new approach to detecting and tracking changes in word meaning by visually modelling and representing diachronic development in word contexts.

Finally, the research presented in this paper is part of a more ambitious project that includes several coordinated visualization techniques for a complete analysis in diachronic linguistics, so, in previous work, we have focused on the visual analysis of meaning evolution [21][22][10]. However, to our knowledge, few works have undertaken the task of addressing linguistic problems that have been traditionally studied with the aid of corpus linguistics, by means of visual analytics techniques and methodologies.

3. ENABLING VISUAL ANALYSIS AND CORPORA

Recently, the linguistic sources have been recognized as a key element of human cultural heritage. This fact is coupled with the need to integrate the ancient goals of philology with rapidly emerging methods from fields such as Corpus and Computational Linguistics [6]. However, the gold coin of such promise has two sides: on one the side, tools for exploring a corpus can be excellent aids to the linguist; on the other side they also, crucially, limit and define what we can do with a corpus [15].

At any rate, regarding the analysis of very large corpora, is impossible to avoid using these computer tools for practical reasons: the corpus alone solves few (if any) problems for a linguist. Tools that allow linguists to manipulate and interrogate the corpus data in linguistically meaningful ways unlock its potential [15].

On another level, nowadays many of this historical sources are being made available as public services, and researchers are
not the only type of user of linguistic corpora and specialized dictionaries anymore.

These are the main aspects that motivate our work: the use of automated processing of large amounts of data can greatly expand the range of research questions that can be addressed in many linguistics fields; but, if the user interfaces that are attached to the computational algorithms do not take into account basic human factors and the abilities, expertise and background of the users, many of its potential uses do still lie beyond the reach of what can be done with the computers.

In the following section an example of how a user interface can diminish the user's understanding of the data stored in a corpus. A visual interactive tool that solves this problem and enables the analysis of the same data source is also described.

### 3.1 Visual Analysis of RAE’s Corpora

The Royal Spanish Academy (Spanish: Real Academia Española, RAE) is the official royal institution responsible for regulating the Spanish language. Among other corpora, the RAE has compiled two large corpora: a reference corpus of modern Spanish, called CREA (Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual), and a historical corpus, known as CORDE (Corpus Diacrónico del Español). Although we have developed tools for both corpora, in the following we refer only to CREA. It contains 200 million words of running text, providing an empirical basis for lexicographic and grammatical research. The corpus can be accessed online (http://corpus.rae.es/creanet.html) and its user interface can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. GUI for the exploration of CREA. The user is exploring the use of the word tsunami in Spanish in recent years.](image)

Although the service indeed provides access to the very interesting content of the corpus (see for instance, the cooccurrences of the word *tsunami* Figure 1) several issues related to the user interface, otherwise common in many other corpora interfaces. Due to the lack of space, we describe two of them:

1) the user queries the corpus by means of a combination of menu choices; while this may be valid for testing hypothesis, the fixed menu options prevent knowledge discovery (usually related to the data relationships, not to the raw data) in many cases.

2) while the corpus stores many documents relevant to a word use (30 cases in 19 documents in the example in Figure 1), only 25 cases are shown per page, so the users has to navigate the different pages, losing the context of the analysis.

Furthermore, after several months using the service, we discovered an unexpected issue: the interface hides relevant information. Since the information is conveyed in tabular form, the fact that an horizontal scroll was needed in order to access further columns went unnoticed (we conducted informal usability studies and that was the case for almost all users). Figure 2 shows a mockup of the problem: the combination of the viewport and tabular layout hinders the analysis.

![Figure 2. Due to both the technology available at the moment of development and the design of the user interface, a portion of the information available in the corpus is hidden to the user, which in many cases does not notice the need of an horizontal scroll in order to access all the relevant data.](image)

To be able to gain a deep understanding of the enormous quantities of data stored in CREA, methodologies originated in fields such as information visualization, statistics, artificial intelligence, data mining, computational linguistics, graphic design, psychology of perception and human-computer interaction, are employed to solve parts of the specific problem.

Figure 3 shown the interface we developed for the visual interactive analysis of CREA. It features several interactive linked views: 1) coocurrence simplified geographic map rence tree (summarizes all the use cases found); 2) topic histogram (color coded, summarizes frequency of use across topics); 3) bubble map (simplified geographic map that conveys the use across countries); 4) timeline (conveys the use through time); 5) Quotation and document info; 6) View options for the coocurrences tree.

![Figure 3. Overview of the visual interactive user interface developed for enabling a deeper understanding of the information of RAES’s corpora.](image)

Since all the relevant data to the case under analysis is provided, the presented visual interface enables exploratory analysis: the user can discover patterns or unexpected situations. All views are linked, so each interaction with a view is propagated to the other views. This way, as the user spends time exploring the data; she may filter some information out (select a particular
period of time, focus on a country or topic and so on). The combination of interactions creates a complex visual query that could not be reached with the conventional interface. Typically, the user will go on and new analysis questions triggered by the information conveyed will, in turn, trigger further interactions.

Another interesting feature is that although some data may be filtered out during an analysis session, this information is kept on the background in order for the user to not lose the problem context. For instance, see the example in Figure 4, where the user is exploring the word *Pearl*, she has decided to study the right cooccurrences, the tree is ordered by frequency of use, and the color code refers to the topic. When the users hovers over the word *Jam* (in red color, that of the topic ‘music’), the information related to the documented uses of the combination *Pearl Jam* is highlighted in all views, while keeping the context information. Thus, the user can easily see that *Pearl Jam* has been used in 25 of the 29 cases used under the ‘music’ topic; in 9 of the 18 cases in the year 1996, in 11 (45%) instances it was used in Spain, and so forth.

The dynamic nature of the proposed visual tool can be seen at [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hK_aLTmCBGo](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hK_aLTmCBGo).

4. **NATURAL USER INTERFACES: ENRICHING THE ACCESS TO TEXTUAL CULTURAL HERITAGE**

As mentioned before, another motivation of our work is the fact that the wealth of historical linguistic sources can be offered to other users beyond the academia.

The RAE has collected a vast amount of historical information and is currently developing different corpora and dictionary tools and services that will help in the editing of the Nuevo Diccionario Histórico del Español (NDHE). However, the online version of the RAE’s dictionary is the service that receives almost all the traffic (over 40 million visits per month). Furthermore, most users do not explore the online dictionary but search for the meaning of a single word.

With the advent of touch screen mobile devices, tablets, and netbooks, motion sensor devices and speech recognition, and with the so called digital natives reaching puberty, we can expect the adoption of natural user interfaces (NUIs, user interfaces designed to feel as natural as possible to the user) in primary and secondary education within two or three years.

The term ‘digital native’ has prompted the debate over whether there is any adequate evidence for claims made about its implications for education [1]. However, there is an inherent potential in NUls and students that are leveraging a large range of tools, applications and learning resources to make a personalized learning experience.

In order to enrich the digital access to all historical linguistic sources collected and made available by the RAE’s, and go beyond the electronic imitation of the printed dictionary and the academic domain, we have developed a visual interactive tool that allows users to engage in virtual activities with movements similar to what they would use in the real world, manipulating complex textual content intuitively.

The user has access to the linguistic content using different entry points (CREA, CORDE, Diccionario Histórico del Español…) but the interaction links all the sources for a given word.

Different views for the each type of variables involved (diachronic, diatopic, diaphasic, etc.) are provided so the user is fostered to explore data. For instance, in Figure 5 the user is exploring a cooccurrence tree.

[Figure 4](#) The user is interested in the use of the foreign word ‘Pearl’ in Spanish. By means of a series of interactions, the user can filter out the information that may answer her current analysis questions.

[Figure 5](#) A user using gestures to navigate a cooccurrence tree for the word *aerostático* (‘aerostatic’); the information is obtained from the CREA.

Opposite to the visual tool exposed in the previous section, the main purpose of the tool discussed here is to provide a fun environment and a fun experience rather than an effective means of analysis.

The system can be used by any person, but it has been designed with a student of secondary level as a target user.

Thus, several views and layouts are used to convey the information; for instance, the hierarchical information of the example in Figure 5 can be represented different graph layouts (force-directed, radial, etc.).

A similar approach has been followed for other type of information such as geographic data. Maps are used in different ways: small multiples to summarize (Figure 6), single maps with markers for location or choropleths to convey frequency of use.

---

In order to enrich the experience, access to other type of available information is provided. In Figure 7 an image of an original lexicographic card is shown. The user can explore through all the cards related to a particular word.

Other views include the entry of the word, if it exists, in the unfinished Diccionario Histórico del Español (see Figure 8), or the fragments of document to which the registered uses pertain (in CREA or CORDE).

We have not conducted any formal usability studies for this gesture-based visual tool. However the user’s feedback has been very positive and they reported an increased interest towards the language and its evolution, the geographic differences and the old lexicographic methodologies.

As it occurred in the previous section, the best way to assess the potential of our proposed tool is using the system. In the absence of this possibility, we refer the reader to this video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3wEHPV9wMI

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed how using the right combination of novel representations and novel ways of interacting with them (i.e., gesture interfaces), it is possible to enhance the unique ability of expert analysis with the methods of automatic data processing. Firstly, it provides an overview of all data, and then, by enabling appropriate views for the different variables involved in the analysis (diachronic, diatopic, diaphasic, etc.), the analyst is fostered to explore data; as a result, through the intervention of her cognitive abilities (perception of patterns, atypical situations, etc.), and her experience, the discovery of aspects of the study that would otherwise be hidden or require a huge amount of time and effort, is enabled.
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